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Foreign Direct Investment in Poland:
Is Low Cost Labour Really the Sole Determinant?
David Flovdt
Ahstacr

FDI into Eastern Euope: Hungary, Polaad and

Of late, much interest has been shown in the
efects of Eastern Ewopean economic tansition

the Czech Republic have attracted the

and its possible impact on

US $2 brllron and US $l-67 brlhon (OECD
1994). Table 2 shows the present situation
with Hungary and Poland maintaining their
position at the top of the table, attracting 7.1

most

FDI, with respective inflows ofUS $4.3 billion,

international
business. It has oJien been suggested that
Eqstern Ewopean economies such as Poland
will hnve a major role to play in terms of low
cost labour production for multinational frms.
However, this is still far from being realiset
and equally important too, it is not clear that
this would be the sole motivating factor for

and US $4.3 billion respectively. Most of the

multinationals wishing to invest in Eastern
Europe- This a icle attetnpts to establish the
kel deteminqnts of foreigl direct int)estment
(FDI) aetivity in Poland by application of

Dunning\ theory of international production.

foreign dircct investment for Poland comes
ftom the USA and ftom close neighborus, a
notable absence at the moment from thc
Japanese (see table 3).
Investment has also focused on the expansion

of investment projects estabtshed in the 1970s
rather than on new investment (see table 4).

sole

For example, the investments of ABB and Fiat
(both in the top 15 investors in the Polish
economy to date) can be tlaced back in some
cases to the 1950s. Investment has focused
specifically on the low technology secior with

FDI actiyity in Poland and indeed Eastem

construction, chemicals, telecoms, food
processing and car manufacture being
particularly significant. Recent investments

This should help establish whether the common

view oJ low cost labour being the
determinant is iustified.
1. Introduction

Europe in general represents only a very small
percentage of world investment flows. There

have included Daewoo's 70 per cent stake
the FSO car company and the recent plans

are about 21,800 foreign affiliates located in
Central and Eastern Europe; 3,800 of them in
Poland out of a world total of 174,900. Only
1 per cent of parent corporations are based in
Cenftal and Eastem Europe and over 90 per
cent of trans-national corporations originate in
developed countries (see table l).

Nevertheless,

the Bank of

InteErational

tiat the inflow of FDI to
Eastem Europe has increased from US $300
million in 1990 to US $3.3 billion in 1992
(OECD 1993). This indicates that flows have
grown rapidly in the 1990s though stading
Settlement estimates

from a very low base- There also seems to be
considerable natiooal variation in the volume

of
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General Motors to build a !252m plant in
Poland producing 100,000 cars.
Investnents for the majority have consisted
of joint venturc activity as opposed to fully
owned subsidiaries. This may in part reflect
the risks currently associated with tmding with
economies under tlte process of transition.
While the long term fuhrre for FDI in Eastern
Europe looks highly promising in view of the
advantages to be gained from companies in
terms of labour production costs, it is important
to note that further substantial increases in
investment will only occur if it advances the
overall global strategy of large multinational
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l: Number of Parent Transitional Corporations and
Foreign Affiliates by Alea and Country, early.l99os

Table

Pafenl corporatiow Foreign
based in country

afrliales

Year

counlfj

400
26
Commonwealth of Indepeodent States
68
Former Czechoslovaki,a
?6
Hungary
66
Poland
58
Romania
20
world
16600
Central and Eastern Europe

21800

l99r

Bulgaria

114

t99t

3900

1992

800

r992

2400

1992

3800

1992

6900

1992

174900

Sources: LJNCTAD, Progruhne on Transnational Coryorations, based on woald invgsmerlt report 1994
and national official and secondary sources.

Table 2: FDI in central and Eastem Eu.ope, end 1994

Cormtry

Direet Invertment

Direct Invest nent

Country

(JS $bn)

('uS $bn)

Hungary

1.1

Bulgaria

0.5

Poland

4.3

Slovakia

0.45

Czech Republic

?l

Russia

2.9

Romania

t.3

Estonia
LithMnia
Latvia

Slovenia

1.0

Sowcei Deutsche Banh Research Reviev'

0.44
0.15
0.11

Tabl€ 3: Largcst Capital Inflo\r,s, 1995, 3rd qr.

Cotatry

Inveshfte AS

$m) a/6

Comnitmen s (LB Sn)

Fir

USA

l8l5

30,6

l6l8

Multinatioflal

912

15.4

194

13

Gennany

614

10.4

Itaiy

390

6,6

1743

1l
l0

218

t2

UK

350

5.8

165

t9

l9l

Netherlands

France

135

5.6

Ausfiia

248

4.3

Switzerland

196

Sweden

178

3.1

So\trcet Deutsclp Bank Research Revienl
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58

16

23

69

8

100

l5

s
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companies. For the moment, though, the initial
euphoria seems to have worn off with an air of

pessimism,

incentives, profit and entrepreneurship. This
needs to be encouraged in the future to make

the region become more athactive to FDI.

This article sets out first ofall to look at the Markowski and Jackson (1994) also stress the
reason why FDI has fallen short of what was lack of specialist personnel ard geneml

expected

to

modernise Eastern European managerial skills as well as the difficulty of

economies such as Poland by analysing the

true
to

deteminants of FDI activity and secondly
suggest possible lrends for ths future.

using local persornel. Tidmarsh (1993) stesses
the lack of enthusiasm for work in Eastem

atriving
2. Ownerchip
be used to analyse the determinants of FDI
flows. In order for a multinational enterp s€ to
wish to engage in FDI activity in a host
country, it needs to be able to gain ownership,
location and intemalisation advantages as part
of its overa.ll global strategy. By gaining such
adrzntages, an MNE is able to create barriers to
entry for other potential firms wishing to enter
the industry.

Ownership advantages would include a

of

factors, the level of technological
developmenl being the first of them. Eastem
European economies such as Poland have a
comparative advantage in sectors which are
intense usen of unskilled labour and physical
capital such as motor c€rs, glasswale, steel,

plastics, rubber and textiles. Poland is
particularly weak in the high technology field
such as electronics ard computers. It has oftea
therefore been suggested that Poland may have

little to offer firms in enhancing their
tecbnological expertise. However, one key
feature of the Polish economy may often be
overlooked. The old system, despite being
backward in terms of quality production, did
produce considerable expertise

llz

apology.

The theoretical approach ofDunning (1994) can

variety

a case of a hired driver
hours late for a job without an

Europe and cites

in

the

production of metallurgical equipment, turbine
generators and nuclear and electrical power
stations, One could tlerefore argue thai there
may be a role for foreign firms to link up and
develop further the expertise in this area.
Another important ownership advantage to
consider is management skill. Poland shows

considerable weakness in this area. For
example, during the communist period, little
was qnderstood about the concepts of work

In terms of overall

importance of

management skills to a multinational, olle car
say that this advantage becomes more important
as a firm grows in size. lndeed, the ability to
handle a gtobal network will become more
important in the futule as global trade
increases. Also the superior manag€ment skills
of Japanese MNEs such as 'Just in Time' and
Kaizen have led to much success for them iu
the 1980s and to some extent Euopeans and

US MNEs have had to follow

similar

approaches in order to compete. Caves (1979)

also found that inward direct investnent was

positively related

to the

professional and

technical employees in the total work place.
Marketing featues also as a key ownership

advantage for an MNE. Countries with
established marketing charurels can prove
advantageous to firms competing on non-price
comp€tition in oligopolistic markets. Eastem
European economies have limited knowledge of
this concept. In many ways thougll westem
hrms may be able to take advantage of this
situation in their marketing sdategies. For
example, to ordinary Eastem European pmple,
'made in the USA' is one of the b€st attributes
a product can have and is often used as a

selling point in advertising. Unfortuately,
many Eastem Europeans do not know the
difference between real US products and
counterfeit products from the Middle East and
the Pacific rim.
As regards the importance of marketing for
the global stmtegy of MNEs, Caves (1979),
Saunders (1982) and Gupta (1983) found it to
be a positive determinant of inward investment
especially in consumer goods industnes.
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Table 4: Largest Foreign lnvestors in Poland
In\)estor

Number

Equity

and

Commitnent Country of

granted

loans

US

3n

Branch

origin

by investor

AS 5n)
I

Fiat

280

1750

ttaly

Car
manufacfurcr

2

Coca-cola

t80

50

USA

Soft drinks

3

Polish American Ent. Fund

164

63

USA

Capital
participation in
private sector

4

Thomson Consumer
Electronics

141

lntemationai Paper Co.

t40

t75

EBRD

138

0

j

fi

tubes and

Fmltce

s€ls

USA

Paper pmducts

I[ternational

Banking, capital

pa icipstion in
enterpnses

7

Intemational Finarce Corp.

IltedEtional Investmentin

t23

Privale seator
projects aEross

all sectors
Power suPPlY

ABB (powcr supply
20

100

sy$ems,

Int€mational

s)lstems,

turbines, electric
engines

10

Curtis

100

USA

Unilever

96

IDtematioflal Washing

Electtonics,
constnrciion

powder, food
pfoc€ssing

ll

110

90

Epstein

USA

Construction
development,
meat pfocessing

t2

P.octer and Gamble

60

130

USA

Personal

hygiene
prooucls
13

Philips

Netherlands

60

El€ctric
appllances

l4
tl

0

fNG Bank

50

PepsiCo

Netherlatds

Banking

USA

Sweets, soff
drinks, Potato
snacks

lor Foreign huestment

(.P
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an important advantage for a firm, particularly
in the initial development stage. Indeed, it is
not possible to have a successful marketing

it is also
the ability to manag€ capital that is important
for firms as they grow in size. Poland has
drawbacks in this area due to the weakness of
advantage without capital. However,

the Polish banking system which is both
ineffrcient and limited h size. Foreign
investors in Poland have also noted the

compamtive advantag€ of low cost labour.

As can be seen fiom table 4, therc are
limited amounts of large scale investrnent,

inefficient ta{ation system and the inability to

capital. Mole

positively though,
legislation in 1988 has made the tax system
more favourable for foreign investors and
particularly US fums.

including Thomson, Philips and Fiat. This
could be for rurny rcasons. Firstly, the low
cost labour advantage needs to be offset by

of onnership
of scale figure

Finally, on the subject

advantages, economies

constlaillts

and the average

common Agdcultural Policy (CAP) in tenns

In addition, there has been the

implementation of rules of origin by the EU
and various other non-tariff barriers which have
implications for foreign investrnent. For
example, partly finished capital goods with
relatively cheap labour require 60 per cent of
the product to be made in Poland. Neven

of Dunning's framework in explaining

availability

Eastern Europe

is

of low cost labour. This

of

EU subsidies.

international production.

FDI activity in

farm is 12 acres compared with

technology. Furthermore the EU at present is
delaying Eastem European er argement for fear
of further pressure on EU funds ftom the

indicates potential for

3. Localion
The most commor:ly suggested determinant

intemational political

60 acres in the west. Many farms still use
horsedrawn equipment rathet than new

prospective investors in the field of production.
However, this advantage may be outweighed by
various other factors associated with location.
These location factors also need to be analyzed
as pan

in the

economy. Textiles, clothing and agriculture for
example, (industries found to be associated with
low cost labow), have been left out in recent
EU and Visegrad country a$eements. Farming
in particular remains inefftcient in Poland. A
quarter of the population still work on the land

signifrcaatly as a determinant for FDI. Caves
(1982) showed economies of scale to be an
imporunt ownership advantage by measuring
the extent to which an industry is populated by
multi-plant firms. The implication is that
where domestic industry is characterised by
multiplant firms, it is likely that this feature
will be extended to cross border operations.
One could argue that therc arc potential
advantages from economies of scale in Poland.
The former political system for example was
geared towards encouraging mass production at

low cost which

2, September 1996

materials or nahrral resources. Furthermore,
Vemon (1966) has stressed the importance of
low cost labour, particularly in the field of
production of products reaching the matu ng
product stage, However, low cost labour in
itself has been found to be an insignificant
advantage unless low cost labour can be
matched with high productivity (Pearce 1990).
Until noq there has been no explosion of
foreign firms moving into Poland to realise the

The availability ofcapital has been shown to be

raise

I, Pafi

(1995) also suggests that vr'estern

aid
programmes such as PHARE, aimed at helpirg
with economic transitions in Eastem Euope,
have focused oo sectors where the East has
little comparative advafltage. This may be an
attempt by the West to misallocate resources
and protect jobs in the low cost industies in

of
the

factor

its€lf is one of Dunning's location advantages.
Trade theory, according to the Heckscher Ohlin

model, shows that countries will specialise in
the production most suited to the factor

the West and reduce the costs of furth€r
unemployment, therefore limiting the potential
of Eastem economies as a location for low cost
labour production.

eldcwments of that couotry. This could be in
skilled or unskilled labour or in production for
which there is an abundant supply of raw
-33-
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Finally, one could argue that MNEs have
aheady located in areas of low cost labow,
particulady in the Asian pacific countries and
the comparative advantage ofEastem Europe is
already being used to a great potential
elsewhere. On a more positive note though,
there have been some recent large investrnEnt
projects. In 1995 Daewoo puchased a 70 per

goods with relatively inelastic demand are
likely to be more successful at this stage, given
the limited amount of capital of the Polish
consumer. However, on a positive note,
Poland's GNP growth of over 5 per cent so far
for 1996 indicates future potential for market
seeking activities ard the outlook for GNP in
Eastern Europe in general is showing a steady

cent stake in FSO cars.

increasiflg rate.
Also with regard to market access and size,
studies have focused on clustering models of

Location advantages include other factor
endowments as well as low cost labour, Polaad
has a relatively well-educated population with
skilled labour in shipbuilding, steel and car
production as well as reasonable natural
resources including oil. There are however

some drawbacks. Although Poland has a
favourable location, there are infrastruchrml

problems, Telecommunications, for

instance,
have been particularly poor. For example, calls

in 1989 to the US were taking up to eight
hours.r Today the situation has much
improved. From private telephon€s, diect calls
may be made to the USA without assistance,
although local calls often still suffer from poor

lines. On the other hand, one can see a
positive side to the poor communication
situation. There may be an advantage of
joining the telecoms market at a later stage.

and

Studies have focused on the importance of the

will

include FDI taking place

investment in westem Europe following the
formation and subsequent enlargement of the
EU, Explanations ofthe growth and pattem of

in the

Eastem European countries such as
Poland is to gain market access and hence
increase market sbare. There is also huge
potential from EU enlargement since the total
population of the East ard the EU would reach

US FDI in Europe have focused on market size,

of market growth and bariers to trade.
Similarly, explanations for the substantial
increase in Japanese FDI flows into western
Europe have focused on tariff jumping and
mte

over 720 million. However, market size alone
may not be a signi{icant location advantage.

To be successful in penetrating new markets it

defensive investment. New insights have been
shown in a critical study by Yarnopoulos
(1990) who distinguishes other types of direct

is

necessary for the local population to be
achieving standards of living compatible with
the West in order to ensure effective demand
for products. This may help explair why the
top 30 foreign investments in Poland are

by food

on the geographical concentration of FDI.
between the three major trading blocs, Europe,
US and Japan. The Triad accounts for 80 per
cent of world FDI flows. Scholars including
Yannopoulos (1990) have focused on inward

experience of the West.
Another reason frequently suggested for FDI

dominated mostly

that determine the pattem of FDI, but stmtegic
resporu€ to these variables and to the
anticipated behaviour ofthe competitoE. Once
a major firm has engaged in FDI it is likely
that rival firms may follow in order to show
presence in the market place and for this reaso
FDI may occur in various clusters. Indeed this
may help in explaining why the three major car
companies, General Motors, Daewoo and Fiat
have increased their presence in Poland over a
similar period of time.
There has also been some work done of late

Triad", this

For example, e-mail and telex have both been
tried in the west, e-mail proying to be more
favourable. Poland is in a position to be able

to take advantage from the knowledge

foreign direct invesunent and oligopolistic
interaction. Flowers (1976) for example
showed how it is not just locational variables

investment besides defensive, import
substituting or tariff jumping. He suggssts a
weak link in the theory of internarional
production, His other suggested types ofdirect

processing.

ilvestment include reorganisational

confectionery and detergents- MNES Foducing
-34-
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rationalised investment. The reorganisational
motive would suggest that the Japanese came to
Europe as part of the overall global stategy

mther than

to

foreign investment ranked

ayoid future EU tariffs for

Government
incentives as being the lowest of importance.
Agodo (1978) nevertheless has suggested that

Govemment incentives can be

factor in irfluencing FDL
Goyernmeot incentives

only

a

significant
However,

become

an

important factor when there are two comparable

investment projects. Both projects must be
economically viable in the long term since any

the cheapest possible imputs in order to
improve their costs which again questions
further some weakness in the earlier theories of
FDL These recent developments have
pafiicular relevance to the Eastem European
economies in view of the fact that Poland,

short-term capital gain

from govemment
incentives may have to be paid for later on.
Here, with two comparable ilvsstments,
Cover nent incentives may tip the balance in
favour of one pafticular location. FDI in
Poland however is on too low a scale at the
moment to warant many competing sites,

Hungary and the Czech Republic are hoping to
achieve European Union membership in the
near future. Application ofthe various trues of
foreign direct investment melltioned above to
the Eastem European case should make
interesting future research,
The political climate has also been shown to

therefore this factor can be shown to be of little
significance.
4. Internalisation

Dunning's third set of factors that inlluence
FDI activity can be described as intemalisation

be an influence on foreign investment. In a
survey by Markowski and Jackson ( I 994), firms
ranked the problem of political stability to be
one of the main factors detening firms from
investing further in Poland. The zuccess oftbe

advantages. Internalisatio[ dmws on new
theory that has often been ove ooked in the
curr€nt economic literature. The modem theory
of the Multinational Enterprise is essentially a
general theory of contractual arrangements in

former commrmists in recent electio$ has done

intemational business. Internalisation therefore
focuses on the mode of entry in which foreign
firms enter host country markets, in addition to

their

comnitnent to greater free market philosophy.
However, on the positive side, politicians of all

explaining why cross-border ransactions of

panies have expressed a wish to move towards
more Western style economies though the pace
of change is still very much open to debate.
Connected with political stability is the ability
to have a stable business climate alld certainty.
There have been problems here with inflation
reaching 50 per cent per annum (1991) though
there have been recent improvements. The

intermediate products

are

organised by

hierarchies rather than determined by market
forces (Dunning 1994). Wlat is refened to as

hierarchies

in this

establishing

of an

case would

be

the

of

the

overseas subsidiary

multinational in the host country.
Altematively, tmnsactions

target of l8 per cent for 1995 has been
encouraging. As noted earlier, growth rates

have also been encouraging. There

Patt 2, September 1996

Finally, on the subject of location, there is
the question ofthe effect of Government grants
and incentives. A survey of the pull factors for

countries outside the urion that may result from
the crcation of the single European market.
The motive for FDI can therefore be trade
driven as multinationals reorganise and adjust
to the prevailing world tuade conditions. With
regard to rationalised investment, firms may
engage in FDI in various countries to achieve

litde to calm these fears despite

l,

of

intermediate

products that werc determined by market forces

would include ihe hrm licensing out its
techrology to local firms as well as using local
suppliers. Internalisationtherefore showswhy
many multinationals choose to integate their
operations both vertically and horizontally.

has,

however, been firrth€r uncertainty imposed by
the lack of convertible currency though the
country is keen to satisfy the IMF criteria for
OECD membership and establish a convertible
currency by 1996.5
-35-
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5. Altemalive modes

o! enw

There are several ways in which MNEs can
enter foreign markets, thercby transferritg their
ownership advantages to these Ilew markets,
Expoting is one particular method, although
despite being a low risk approach in terms of
initial set up costs, there is less potential for
profit compared with establishing a subsidiary
and producing locally. The s€cofld altemative
would be to licence the techrological advantage
to local firms in the gntential new market but
this altemative may have drawbacks for the

following reasors.
Firstly, it is difficult to licence technology
without having first shown the technology to
the prospective licensee. By this time, the

knowledge may already have been passed on if
the firm decides not to have the licence after
all; a distinct case of market failure. Secondly,
there are costs involved in making the licence
agreements, including negotiation costs as well
as costs of dmwing up agreements. There are
also renegotiation costs as w€ll as adding
additional clauses to the licence. These can be

refered to as the transaction costs.

(Coase

1937)

Market failure may also occw. With a pure
patent agreement for example, where only the
right to produce the goods is ga[ted, how can

the licensor be sure that the liceusee will
produce goods to an acceptable standard of
quality? The licensor's rcputation may be
violated and as a result may lose market share.
A 'know how' clause could be added to cover
this risk though th€re are still potential risks.
With a 'know how' licence, the licensor shows
the licensee how to produce the goods. By
doing this, however, the licensee may have to
expose its business operations. In this case,
there may be a risk of the licensor setting up as
a rival competitor after having observed the

innovation.
Caves (1982) has stressed how technology
cannot be transferred independently through

licensing.

Therefore, licensing

to

is

less

internalisation and the
establishrnent of a subsidiary due to various
risks and tralsaction costs associated with

preferable

licensing.
Despite the problems of licensing, there are

some examples

of

successful agreement,

franchising for example where the service and
the necessary back up is provided along with
various other clauses including a grant back.
Some good examples of this include hotels and
fast food chains.
Also therc are some other cases where
licensing may be seen as preferuble to
intemalisation, such as ]vhere the film carurot
afford to set up a subsidiary, or if there are
goveroment resaictions on enteriBg markets.
Licensing may also be preferable in maxkets
that arc too small to achieve substantial prcflts.
MNEs may intemalise their operations by

integrating vertically for other reasons
wi& market failure. Suppliers may
act opportunistically according to Williarnson"
associated

(1981) and charge excessive prices in markets
where there are high switching costs and there
is buyer uncertainty. These problems were
d€monstrated by Thobum (1982) and Read
(1986) in the aluminium and banana industries.
To rcduce uncertainties, MNEs will irtermlise
their operations with the establishment of a

subsidiary and therefore gain intemalisation
advantages associated with increased ceraiuty
in the market place.

There are other benefits

to be

gained by

technology may fail again in this way.
Altematively, the licensee may improve on
the techrology when shown how to use it and
gain market share from the licensor. A grant
back clause could be added to make sure the
licensor gets a share of the profits though even

entering markets tlTough internalisation besides
reduced risk and certainty. There is also the
benefit of improving the firm's image when the
firm is seen to be employing local people. In
addition, there is greater potential for spreadiDg
the risk of possible changes in global market
conditions such as currency fluctuations whetr
the firms are more global in their operations.
There is the abiliry to shift production easily
from one county to another by using a global
network of subsidiaries if there are changes in

this may have the effect

world market conditions-

business operations

and the market

of

for

discouragilg

Intemalisation
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therefore has many advantages over using
market forces for cross border transactions of
intermediate products.
In t€rms of Eastern Euope, most operations

to

date have involved

liule in the form of

internalisation advantages. There have been a

small number of cases of

established

subsidiaries such as Fiat though rec€ntly most
agreements haye involved licensing. During the
communist period things have progressed in the
following way.
In the 1960s, there were just a few dozen
licensing agreements with the West, though
things progressed by the mid-70s to over 2,000
agreements across Eastem Europe, Such
agreements include firms such as Philip Morris
TobaccoT. A typical ageement involved the
knowledge of how to improve the tobacco leaf.

The knowledge was paid for by the Eastern
finn agreeing to supply a certain amount of
th€ir production over seven years. Production
llns vastly improved though this only helped
the Eastem Firm maintain local customers
rather than adding to increased exports.
During the 1980s and 1990s, there has been

increase in joint venture activity in
Eastem Europe from 165 ventures in l9E8 to

a vast

25,845

by

1991, (Dunning 1994), althoug;h

Poland is still far araay from gaining
intemalisation advantages of increased certainty
and greater potential profits through the
establishment of fully owned subsidiaries. Joint
ventures may haye the benefit of raising more
capital for research and development but there
is less certainty since the tlust of a partoer firm
cannot always be assured. Both sides may
want to exert minimum effod in the venture
while trying to gain the most knowledge from
the partner since joint ventures are specified
only for a limited amor.rnt of time.
To some extent, Government is limiting the
potential

for

internalisation advantages by

restricting foreign ownership during the
tansition process. Also foreign firms have
complained of problems with local suppliers.
This emphasises the lack of internalisation
advantages at the present time. Raiszadeh,
Helms and Varner {1995) site a recent case of
McDonalds

in Moscow havins to

overcome

l,
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direct material procurement difficulties by
setting up its own greenlouses and factories to
grow and process ingrsdients. It is evident that
it will take some time before the climate is

right for foreign firms to benefit greatly from
internalisation advantages

iIl

East€m Europe,

hence internalisation theory has its part to play
in explaining why FDI is not so buoyant as had
been previously predicted.

6. Conclusion
It has been shown then that there are many
factors that have inJluenced foreign direct
investnent in an Eastem Europe economy like
Poland besides access to markets and the
availability of low cost labour. Indeed these
factors may rot necessarity be the main pulling
forces as has often been the text book view 8.
Market access will depend on levels of GDP
rather than just the size of the market. Equally

so, low wage costs need to be matched by
sound infrastruchrre, machinery and high
productivity, It has also been shown that poor
infrastructure as well as lack of political
certainty may offset the low-wage-cost potential
advantage,

of Dururing's theory of FDI

to

Poland has revealed that there are a variety

of

Application

other factors influencing FDI activity besides
the comrnon-view factor of low cost labour.
These are likely to have both positive and
negative influences. On the positive side there
may be potential for Westem MNES to link up

the ou'nership advantage of skill

in

chemical and nuclear industries

Eastem

of

the

Europe. Altematively, firms may benefit from
the knowledge of previous mistakes made in
westem countries in establishing infrastuuctures
in terms of improved location advantages.
However, therc are further drawbacks as has
been shown with reference to intemalisation
advantag€s. MNEs in Eastem Euope may be
subject to problems of local suppliers, risks of
opportunism, uncertainty ard transaction costs.

Economic theory shows these risks

to

be

joirr venture and licensing activity
rather than fully owned subsidia es. It will
greater with

take some time before MNEs can establish a
fullv owned network of oroduction facilities.

D Floyd

to date has included licence
agreements and more recently joiut ventures.
lndeed both Govemment resuictions along with
risk in the market place are hampering foreign
Most activity

MNEs from

fully internalising their

Eastern

European activities. Ownership, location and
internalisation factors will all need to improve
in order to attract further increases in FDI
activity in the futur€.
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